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CHOICE
Conrad Indianapolis
CONRAD HOTELS ARE NOT ONLY LEADERS IN LUXURY, BUT ALSO
lead the charge in connecting guests with local art and culture. At Conrad
Indianapolis (conrad.hilton.com/Indianapolis), artwork is the cornerstone
of the guest experience. Conrad Indianapolis has pioneered A Fine Art
Experience, comprised of an award-winning fine art gallery, curated exhibits and displays, and The Collection.
Located on the first floor of Conrad Indianapolis is the award-winning
Sharp Gallery. Recently named one of the ‘Top 500 Galleries in the World,’ Sharp
Gallery boasts an impressive collection of artwork from modern and contemporary artists like Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, and more.
From the lobby, to event spaces, the Conrad Indianapolis works with Sharp
Gallery to curate exhibits and displays that engage guests with both worldrenowned and local artists. Currently on display in the lobby is a series of
works from esteemed painter Joan Miró. The hotel’s second floor meeting spaces
serve as a connection for guests to local culture with works from Indiana artists
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like Constance Edwards Scopelitis and Jason Myers. Guests can tour the more
than 8,000 square feet of art exhibits with an Art Ambassador, a group of highly
trained Conrad team members denoted by a painters palette on their uniforms.
The Collection is the latest expansion (launched April 2015) of A Fine
Art Experience at Conrad. The Collection is a set of four exclusive luxury
suites, each dedicated to the exploration of a particular art genre. The four
suites (Pop, Modernism, Contemporary, and Surrealism) were each carefully
curated to immerse guests in the spirit of an artistic movement. Works from
Salvador Dali, Pablo Picasso, Henry Moore, and other admired artists adorn
the suites and serve as the inspiration for the furnishings and décor throughout the space. The Collection provides an unparalleled experience for art
enthusiasts to stay among world-class, museum quality art.

•

Clockwise from upper right: a Conrad Art Ambassador conducting a tour; art in the lobby,
boardroom, a Collection Suite, and the Sharp Gallery
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